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You no longer die in the fantasy action RPG! Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the
power of the Elden Ring and become an Elden Lord in the Lands Between. In this world where
standing still is death, where the beauty of the world is a hindrance, and where you are surrounded
by death, only you can keep yourself alive. In this RPG, the world of the Lands Between was created.
The World of the Lands Between, with the exception of the Tower, is a world of various fantasy
settings. Due to the immensity of the world and the variety of the land, even the breadth of land
search is fun for a long time. In addition, you can freely change any settings, such as the appearance
of the NPCs, as you like. You are fully empowered to start the game by creating your own character!
--- THE ROMANCE OF THE ANCIENT FANTASY! The battles take place on a separate area from the
interaction between NPCs. The Ancients’ heritage is a factor to be considered for combat. Even if you
decide to change the appearance of your character, you can still build a character that has a strong
strength to stand in front of the enemies without any problem. By enhancing your actions, acquire as
much knowledge as you can about the Ancients. For example, if you focus on the knowledge quest,
you can discover Legendary Souls and equipment through the dungeons and the exploration.
BECOME AN ANCIENT AND BRING AFFINITY TO THE FOREST. The spirit of the Ancient Civilization can
only be achieved by destroying the threat of death. Thrust the courage of your heart deep into the
Forest of Magic to become an Ancient and unleash the power of the Ancients. Welcome to the Forest
of Magic! DESIGNED TO EXPRESS THE NOSTALGICS OF THE ANCIENTS. THE ANCIENT FORESTS OF
THE LANDS BETWEEN Among the mountains, lakes, and cliffs spread across a large forest. It is a
large forest which is hidden by the fog of legends. The trees sway in the wind, the wind brings the
tranquility of the trees to you, and the air fills your heart with the power of the forest. The Ancients
created the gorgeous and richly-colorful world. In the Forest of Magic, a large number of trees of
various

Features Key:
Asynchronous online play. Join or create your own party easily and take part in a vast world.
A vast world where the fields and dungeons are seamlessly connected. A high sense of discovery and
exploration await you.
Unlock new features and access to improved tools by exploring the lands.
A vast and lively depiction of the Lands Between. Create companions that are unique depending on
your play style.
Ambient background music, tempo changing for each exploration stage.
Steam Achievements and Steam Cloud support.
Steam Workshop support. Get items from other users by enabling custom button on the Steam
Workshop.

The story of the Lands Between. Become an adventurer, exploring the vast and mysterious lands. • You
have heard of the story of Heart's Progeny, a tale of heroic and daring men and women that were born from
the oppressed hearts of the tribe. Now begins the journey to slay the zombies protecting the Blood Codex...

Features:

Asynchronous online play. Lands Between lets you travel to a vast and mysterious world to explore
and fight.
Unique characters with real-time statistics. Create and customize characters and allies according to
your play style.
Fully voiced dialogue, with beautifully drawn character models.
Brave exploration with a variety of battles. Battle in a dynamic, three-dimensional world full of
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enemies that you can fight freely.
Tons of different weapons and spells. Make use of three different types of weapons and eight
different types of magic including a Time Magic where you can slow time to your own will!
Steamworks integration. Tons of Steam features that work perfectly with Lands Between. From
SteamFriends, offline trading, Workshop support, Achievements to Steam Cloud support and even
the multiplayer.
The game is related to Shinobi Japan, and features similar mechanics from that game, such as the
long resting time and the silver-colored items.
The game is a derivative of Shinobi III: Return of the Ninja Master
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